Prelab 10: Final Project Proposal

TA and Student Guidelines for ECE110 Final Project Proposals

Final project proposals must be in line with the learning objectives of ECE110. Specifically, the project proposal must have a relevant circuit component that is not too-closely tied to the core lab procedures and must not be a mere duplicate of an Explore More! Module.

Furthermore, please be aware that ECE110 only introduces Arduino but does not teach students extensively how to program. The learning objectives of ECE110 do not include conditionals, variables, loops, etc. If a student wishes to utilize Arduino (or another microprocessor) in their project, we gladly accept that. However, the project must be acceptable first according to its circuit component.

Since the Final Project is not very dependent upon the Arduino, students are allowed to use code taken from other resources (as allowed by copyright, etc.). However, improper attribution of the source of that code is considered plagiarism and will result in a grade of 0 for the assignment as well as a reduced grade in the course. If you are unsure of how to properly attribute your code, discuss with your TA.

The results of any past project (by yourself or another student; in ECE110 or on the Internet) may not be used in your project proposal, design, or final report. This includes items like old data measurements and duplication of a past hardware design. The use of these materials will result in a grade of 0 for the assignment as well as a reduced grade in the course.

A student who is retaking the course for any reason may not complete a project similar in nature to his or her previous project.

MOSFET-based motor-drive circuits may be part of your project, but it’s considered rather trivial given the core lab procedure. Do something more like using an H-bridge or an LED array.

The use of an active sensor (like the IR line sensor or the ultrasonic sensor) is appropriate, but if that device is plugged directly into the Arduino which, in turn, controls the motor-drive circuits, the circuitry becomes trivial and unacceptable.

Acceptable projects should characterize a sensor and utilize that sensor to control a non-trivial circuit to accomplish a task.

Figure 1: A generic block diagram depicting an acceptable final project.
Examples

1. **Not Acceptable**: A line follower sensor’s output controls a motor-drive circuit. **Problem**: Biasing the sensor is trivial and the motor-drive circuit is straight out of the core lab procedure.
2. **Acceptable**: A line follower sensor’s output controls a motor-drive circuit, but utilizes a button to back up (via an H-Bridge) and turn left when encountering a wall. **Comment**: Acceptable because it utilizes multiple components in a more-complex manner.
3. **Not Acceptable**: The Ultrasonic sensor is characterized by the distance computed by an Arduino library as a book is placed in front of it. Arduino controls the motor-drive circuits. **Problem**: The output of the echo pin is a PWM signal that changes duty cycle based on distance. The students can learn more about ECE110 topics by characterizing the PWM signal directly. Also, there is no interesting circuit in this design. It merely contains a single sensor, the motor-drive circuit(s), and Arduino carries the design.
4. **Acceptable**: A toy-model elevator is controlled by a motor-drive circuit that stops at each floor thanks to the feedback from a mounted Hall-effect sensor. **Comment**: Great! It is creative, uses a sensor from the kit, and requires circuitry that might not be too challenging to build but falls outside of the core procedures.

Below is a list of the sensors, actuators, and circuit elements available in your ECE 110 kit or typically available from your TA, along with some brief descriptions and potential applications. Look through the modules as well for great project ideas!

**Sensors and Inputs**

- Snap-action lever switches
  - Limit switches to detect when an object has reached a stopping point
  - Limit switch to detect a person is properly seated or that a safety device is properly located before operating a potentially-hazardous tool
- Pushbuttons
- Ultrasonic sensors
  - Measuring distance between the sensor and a solid object
- Photocell
  - Light sensor
- Infrared Emitter/Detector
  - Detect an object as it crosses the “beam”
  - Good for small distances (1 or 2 cm)
- Electret microphone
  - Low-output microphone; may require an amplifier to get a usable output signal
  - Clap-detector
  - Acoustic projects
- Thermistor
  - Temperature sensor
- Piezo vibration sensor
  - Pick up “table knocks”, general vibrations, or even sound
- Flex sensor
- Provides a variable change in resistance rather than just on/off like the snap action switch
  - Often used in glove-based controllers to sense bending of fingers
- Reed switch
  - Detects a nearby magnetic field
  - Often used to know if a door is open/closed
  - Might be used as a clever theft control device to disable a starter when magnet is absent
- Hall effect sensor
  - Also detects the presence of a magnetic field. Often used to detect the position of a rotating table, wheel, or other device.

**Actuators and Outputs**

- Servo Motor (PWM driven)
- H-Bridge-based Motor Drive
  - Often used to drive the car motors forward and backwards
  - Can reverse polarity/current through other devices
- LEDs
  - Used as indicators
  - Could be used in an array or cube configuration
    - Acceptable project output if used in one of these more complicated setups
- Speaker
- Hobby motor (DC)

**Circuit elements**

- Inverter
  - Used for logic devices, digital buffering, driving a loudspeaker (digital/PWM)
  - Oscillators
- Zener Diode (5.1 V)
  - Voltage regulator (change battery voltage to 5.1 V)
  - Signal conditioning/clipping
- Op-Amp
  - Used in voltage buffer circuits
  - Used in amplifiers
  - Used in equalizer
- Comparator
  - Comparison of two signal levels
  - Used to transform one oscillator waveform into another
  - Used in Analog-to-Digital Converters
  - Used as an event trigger (say, cause a delayed action to occur when a large capacitor finally charges to a preset voltage from a voltage divider)
- Transistors
  - NPN BJT and MOSFET
  - Oscillation, control, amplification
**Question 1:** Provide a short description of your project. Include a block diagram that details the sensor, output, and central circuit. Include details how the circuit will be tested for correct operation (what devices/signals will be needed). If you have multiple ideas, feel free to express them here as well. Your lab mates can be instrumental in helping you choose the best project for you!

**Question 2:** Remember, Unit Report 2 is due at the beginning of Lab 11. Start early!